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Given a class of economies E, a performance correspondence ~ de-

fined on E associates to every element e of E a set ~(e) of allo-

cations feasible for e ~ embodies the aspirations of the social 

planner. The determination of ~-optimal allocations typically requires 

information that is initially dispersed throughout the economy whence the 

need for implementation mechanisms: an implementation mechanism for ~ 

specifies rules to generate, exchange and process information so as to 

reach these ~-optimal allocations. 

Let then a performance correspondence ~ be given as well as an im-

plementation mechanism for ~ . By not following the rules of behavior 

assigned to him by the mechanism, an agent may often influence the final 

outcomes in his favor. If all agents engage in such manipulation, the 

allocations eventually reached may be quite different from the ones that 

the mechanism was designed to achieve. In order to characterize the set 

- of allocations that result from joint manipulation, it is natural to 

associate to the mechanism a manipulation game, to specify an equilibrium 

* Presented at the IMSSS Seminar, Stanford, August 1979. 

** I am indebted to L. Hurwicz for formulating the conjecture that the re-
sults of Thomson [28] concerning the manipulation of the Shapley-value 
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concept, and to determine its equilibria. The vulnerability of the mecha

nism to manipulative behavior can then be evaluated by how different or 

"far" from the set of ~-optimal allocations the set of equilibrium alloca

tions of its associated manipulation game is. In this paper, we will consider 

direct implementation mechanisms in which the information communicated by 

each agent corresponds in a direct way to his potential characteristics. 

The manipulation game associated to the direct implementation mechanism 

associated with a performance correspondence ~ will be referred to as the 

"~-manipulation game" (or "~-manipulative" quasi-game for technical reasons 

elaborated on later). 

The descriptive study of the manipulability of various mechanisms has 

been the object of several papers; in [ 9 ], Hurwicz studied the Walras 

manipulation game in pure-exchang~ 2-person, 2-good economies, and charac

terized its set of equilibrium allocations as the lens-shaped area deter

mined by the agent's true offer curves. This result was extended by Otani 

and Sicilian 19] to 2-person and n-good economies, and a counterpart of 

it for the Lindahl mechanism in public good economies was established by 

Thomson [29 ]. For both the Walras and the Lindhal mechanisms, most of the 

equilibrium allocations are not Pareto-optimal. Assuming preferences to be 

known, manipulation of endowments is shown in Thomson [29] to also lead 

-the Walras and Lindhal mechanism to non-optimal allocations. However, 

the Walras mechanism enjoys a form of asymptotic cheat-proofness, as 

established in Roberts and Postlewaite [23]. 

Kurz [14], [15] showed the existence of dominant strategies in the mani

pulation game associated to an economy with taxes and an infinite number of 

players while Crawford and Varian [2) for the one-commodity case found 

dominant strategies in the manipulation game associated with the Nash bar-
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gaining problem; these dominant strategies are linear functions in [2], 

[14] and homogeneous functions in [15]. Similarly, Kannai [12] discovered 

that announcing the least concave representation of one's preferences would 

have dominance property in certain games and Kihlstrom, Roth, and Schmeidler [13] 

showed that, for a class of bargaining solutions that include the Nash [18] 

and Raiffa [20], Kalai, and Smorodinsky [11] solutions, agents will report 

linear utilities; Sobel [27] established that constrained equal-income com

petitive allocations for the true utilities are always equilibria of the 

misrepresentation game associated to bargaining solutions in a class con-

taining the two just mentioned. Finally, Thomson [28] explores the mani

pulation game associated with the Shapley-value and proves that the true 

constrained Walrasian allocations or constrained Lindahl allocations in 

private and public good economies respectively will be the only outcomes 

under a certain smoothness condition on the reported preferences. (The 

constrained Walrasian [resp. Lindhal] correspondence is an extension of 

the Walrasian [resp. Lindhal] correspondence which coincides with it in 

the interior of the feasible set and always yield Pareto-optimal outcomes.) 

A second branch of this literature concerns dynamic p'rocedures. Such 

procedures involve iterated exchanges of messages between consumers and 

producers and a planning authority. In the procedures for the provision 

of public goods devised by Malinvaud [16] and Dreze and de la Vallee 

Poussin [3] agents are assumed to announce their true rates of substitution. 

Roberts [21], [22] studied the effect of manipulative behavior on these pro

cedures by defining a local (or myopic) manipulation game, in which agents 

announce false rates of substitution in an attempt to maximize the instan

taneous rate of increase of their utilities, and showed that the path 
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generated in this way will lead the economy to optimal allocation. This 

result is extended by Henry [4J, [5J. Schoumaker [25J showed that a game 

similarly defined for the discrete-line procedure devised by Champsaur, 

Dreze, and Henry [lJ would converge to optimality. A particular specification 

of a planning procedure for economies with private goods only,due to 

Tulkens and Zamir [30J is also shown by Schoumaker [26) to generate a mani

pulation game whose local Nash equilibrium converges to optimality. 

These results indicate that manipulative behavior does not always have 

bad consequences, although one should not in general expect to get what 

was originally desired, as follows from the impossibility theorem of 

Hurwicz's [ 8). In addi~ion, one may sometimes obtain as equilibria of 

a ~-manipulation game the outcomes of some other performance correspondence 

~' whose t'-manipulation gam~ yield something else still. How general is 

this phenomena will be studied in this paper. Its main conclusion is that the 

equilibrium sets of the t-manipulation games associated to t's that select 

individually rational and Pareto-optimal outcomes all bear a close relation

ship to the equilibria of the Walrasian manipulation game, and that there is 

a large class of ~'s whose t-manipulation games yield all and only the 

constrained Walrasian allocations. The Walrasian performance correspondence 

is then central to the general study of the manipulability of resource allo

cation mechanisms. 
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1. Definitions and Notations: E is the class of transferable utility 

economies with n agents and m privately appropriable commodities, de-

fined as follows: each agent is indexed by the subscript i in I = 

{1, ... , n } and characterized by a list where 

is his consumption space, Wi his initial endowment, a point of Xi and 

>- his preference relation defined over X. . It is assumed that for each -i ~ 

i in 

where 

I ,~. 
~ 

can be represented by a function of the form x. + v.(y.) 
~ ~ ~ 

z. = (x.,y.) , with x. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

in Rand in is agent i's 

consumption. The first commodity, called money, allows for transfer of 

utility among the agents. Given e in E , the set of feasible allocations 

of e , F(e) . th t fl· t ( ) in (Rx R+m-1)n with ~s e se 0 ~s s z = zl, ... ,zn ~ ~ 

,.<: 

E z. ~ E Wi We will assume endowments to be known and dependent on 
iEl 

~ 
iEl 

W will not usually be explicitly stated. 

A Eerformance corresEondence ~: E-' X = X1x ... xXn associates to 

every e in E a non-empty subset of F(e) . Given the special structure 

of the preferences, for an economy to be completely specified, it is suffi-

cient that one indifference surface be known for each agent. Preference 

maps can then be completed by translating this indifference surface parallel 

to the money axis. Given a performance correspondence ~ , we will construct 

the direct revelation mechanism (M,~) by specifying (a) for each agent 

which is the space of possible in-

difference surfaces mi containing Wi from which can be derived by 

translation parallel to the money axis a preference map consistent with the 

traditional requirements of convexity and continuity; on occasion additional 



requirements, in particular a certain degree of smoothness, may be imposed, 

and (b) an outcome correspondence which is taken to be ~ itself. A 

list m = (ml , ... ,m
n

) in M specifies an economy in E whose ~-optimal 

outcomes are ~(m) . 

Truthful information will be denoted with a circle. The list of 

truthful messages 
o 0 

(m
l
,· .. ,m

n
) characterizes the true economy e. The 

direct revelation mechanism (M,~) implements ~ if the agents are truth-

ful. To analyze manipulative behavior, one considers the pair (M,~) as 

a quasi-game where the Mi are now seen as strategy spaces, and ~ plays 

the role of an outcome function. It is because of the multivaluedness of 

~ that we use the term quasi-game. Multiplicities make a definition of 
. 

equilibrium more delicate; however, we will see that in many cases of in-

terest, it will turn out that these quasi-games will in fact be analyzable 

as games. 

Given m. in M. , h.(m.) is the offer curve corresponding to the 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

preference map generated from m. 
~ 

It contains 

offer curve faced by agent i is denoted hem .) • where 
-~ 

The aggregate net 

m. 
-~ 

designates 

The list m = (ml •... ,mn) will also be 

denoted (m.,m.) . Also. C designates the preference relation corres-
~ -~ m. 

~ 

ponding to the preference map generated from 

·V(m .• z.) = {z! € X.\z!)O z.} 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m. ~ 

~ 

m. , H(m~ .z~) = {p € Sm\V z! € m .• pz! ~ pz.} 
~...... ~ ~ ~ ~ 

m •• 
~ 

For z. 
~ 

in X. 
~ 

For z. in 
~ 

We now come to the equilibrium notions. Given a quasi-game (M.~) 

and an economy e in E • we introduce the following definitions. 

Definition. A pair (m.z) € M x X is a weak equilibrium of (M.~) for e. 
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written as (m,z) € N(~ ,e) iff, 

(a) z € ~(m) 

(b) V i € I V m! € M. [3: z' € Hm! ,m .) z' >-0 z] = , 
1. 1. 

, 
1. -1. 

, 
m. 

1. 

3: z" € Hm! ,m .) , Z >- 0 z" 
1. -1. m. 

1. 

If (m,z) is a weak equilibrium, Z is a weak equilibrium allocation. 

According to this definition, agents are rather pessimistic and would 

not switch to another strategy unless all of the resulting allocations were 

at least as good (according to their true preferences) as the allocation 

currently selected from ~(m) . 

Definition. A pair (m,z) € M x X is an equilibrium of (M,~) for e 

written as (m,z) € N(~,e) iff, 

(a) Z € ~ (m) 

(b) If i € I , If m! € M. , V Z' € ~ (m! ,m .) = Z C 0 z' . 
1. 1. 1. -1. m. 

1. 

If (m,z) is an equilibrium, Z is an equilibrium allocation. 

Every equilibrium is a weak equilibrium, but the notion of equilibrium 

is much stronger. 

Definition. A quasi-game (M,~) satisfies property A, if V e € E , 

V (m,z) € Mx X , [3: i € I , 3: m' € M. , 3: z' € Hm! ,m .) with z' >-mo z] = 1. 1. 1. -1. 
1. 

3: m" € M. , V Z" € ~ (m'.' ,m .) , z" ~~ Z 
1. 1. 1. -1. 

1. 

This says that if an agent has available a strategy that could lead 

to a selection that he strictly prefers to Z , then he also has available 

a strategy for which all possible selections would be strictly preferred 

to z 

Clearly, if (M,~) satisfies property A, the concept of weak equili-
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brium is not the interesting one. Unfortunately, property A seems to be a 

strong requirement, and the concept of equilibrium appears to be very de-

manding. We will see, however, that there exists a large class of quasi-

games (M,ffi) satisfying property A and having a non-empty set of equilibria. 

The performance correspondences associating to every economy its set 

of individually rational and pareto-optimal allocations are denoted I 

and P respectively, and their intersection IP 

We will consider here the class ~ of performance correspondences 

~ satisfying 

( a) if m € M , t (m) C IP(m) 

(b) V m € M W € P(m) = ~ (m) = I em) 

~ contains the Walrasian correspondence, the core correspondence, 

the Shapley-value correspondence, the individually-rational and Pareto-optimal 

correspondence and many others that will be used as examples to illustrate 

the following results. 

Lemma 1: V ~ € ~ , V em,z) € M x X , (m,z) € Ne~ ,e) = V i € I , hem .) n 
-1. 

o 
vem.,z.) =r/J. 

1. 1. 

If (m,z) is a weak equilibrium, the net offer curve that each agent i 

faces, as determined according to the announced preferences of the other 

.agents, does not intersect his strict upper contour set at z. , as deter-
1. 

mined according to his true preferences. 

Proof: Suppose by way of contradiction that, 

:a: , € ~ , :a: (m,z) € M x X , Z € t (m) , :a: i € I , :a: z! € X. with z! € 
1. 1. 1. 

o 
hem .) n vem.,z.) . 

-1. 1. 1. 
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1<'fgure 1 

This means that there exists z' 
j 

, j 1= i 

~ , 
"'. ~ 

and p' 

, 

m 
€ S such that 

z! maximizes ~ at prices p' and E (z' (U
j

) = - (z! Wi) Since 
j I=i j J m. ~ 

J 

z! 'r 0 z. , and /:.. 0 is strictly monotonic in x , there exists z" € X 
~ m. ~ m. i i 

~ ~ 

with Yi = y~ p' z'.' < p' z! and z'.' 
~ 

oz .. m. ~ 
Then, let m. € M. be such 

that 

~ ~ 

p' € H(m. ,z'.') 
~ ~ 

and 

~ ~ 
~ 

be strictly convex at " -z .. 
~ 

It 

follows that if Z € P(m.,m .) y = y" and if in addition 
~ -~ , ii' 

Z € I ('m. , m .) , then 
~ -~ 

x. = x'.' + € 
~ ~ 

for € > 0 Monotonicity in x of ~ 0 implies that for all 
m. 
~ 

Z € cp(m.,m .) C IP(m.,m .) , z. ~o z~ , which in turn implies that (m,z) i 
~ -~ ~ -~ ~ m. .... 

~ 

N(~,e) and proves the claim. 

Lemma 2: v CP € V , v (m,z) € M x X , V Z' € W(m) (m,z) € N(cp,e) y' y => 

z' = z . 

If (m,z) is a weak equilibrium, there does not exist an allocation 

z' different from z but with the same distribution of the last m-l 
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commodities, which is Walrasian for m. 

Proof: Suppose, by way of contradiction, that, 

8 (m,z) € M x X , Z € ~(m) , 8 z' € W(m) with y' = y and 

Z I 1= z . 

For all i € I , since Z I € W (m) , z ~ € h (m .) . 
1. - 1. 

Since yl = Y but 

Z l 1 Z , for at least one . say 1.' 1 x < Xl 1" 1. , =, 1 l' Then by strict 

monotoncity of /:= 0 in x 
m

l 
By Lemma 1, we conclude that 

(m,z) t N(~,e) , which proves the claim. 

Lemma 3: if ~ € ~ , if (m,z) € M x X ; (m,z) € N(~,e) = z € W(m) . 

If (m,z) is a weak equilibrium allocation, it is a Walrasian allo-

cation with respect to the announced preferences. 

Proof: Let ~ € ~ be given as well as (m,z) € N(t,e) Since 

Z € ~(m) C P(m) , there exists 
m 

p € S such that 

" i € I , if z~ € X. , Z ~ ).: z. = pz ~ ~ pz. 
1. 1. 1. m. 1. 1. 1. 

1. 

For every i I let -I be such that pz ~ and By € , Z. = Pill i Yi = Yi 1. 1. 

Walras ' Law, ~X. = 0 , and therefore z € W(m) . By Lemma 2, z = Z , which 
1. 

proves the claim. 

Lemma 4: The quasi-game (M,W) satisfies property A. In addition, 

if (m,z) € M x X , if i € I , hem .) n V(m~,z.) = 0 ~ (m,z) € N(W,e) 
-1. 1. 1. 

This says that one need not investigate the set of weak equilibria 

of the Walrasian quasi-game. 

Proof: To establish the first statement, let (m,z) in M x X be 

such that z € W(m) and for one agent, say agent 1, there is ml € Ml 
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and with z mO z . 
1 

This means that 

Then, by an argument similar to the one appearing in Lemma 1, one could 

show that agent 1 would have a strategy m" 
1 

such that for all Z" € W(m" m ) 
l' -1 ' 

To establish the second claim, note that, for all i , given m. 
-~ 

in M. , for all m! in M~ , and for all z' in W(m!,m.) , z. € hem .) 
-~ ~... ~ -~ ~ -~ 

and therefore z):: 0 z' m. 
~ 

This proves Lemma 4. 

Note that "most" of the equilibrium allocations z of N(W ,e) 

can be obtained as the second component of equilibrium pairs (m,z) with 

{z.} = hem .) n {z' € x.lz!.>;: 0 z.} Indeed, given e in E and z € 
~ -~ ~ ~ m. ~ 

~ 

N(W,e) , a small perturbation of e consisting in increasing the curvature 

of the preferences of each agent around z. yields an economy e' such 
~ 

that z € N(W,e') and for all i , {z. } = hem .) n {z ~ € Xi I zi ):: 
m!O z. } 

~ -~ ~ ~ 
~ 

This observation will be used later on. 

An explicit characterization of N(W,e) was obtained by Hurwicz for 

(m,n) = (2,2): denoting by L(e) the (closed) lens-shaped areas delineated 

by the agents' true offer curves, we have N(W,e) = L(e). (Hurwicz ob-

tained in fact a variant of this result as he imposed somewhat different re-

quirements on the strategy spaces.) 

The analysis of the Shapley-value quasi-game carried out in Thomson [28] 

reveals that smoothness conditions on the strategy spaces may quite sub-

stantially restrict the set of equilibria. In fact this phenomenon is 

general, as revealed by the following lemmas, where 
s 

M. 
~ 

designates the 

subset of M. of C
2 

indifference surfaces. Before stating Lemma 5, we 
~ 

need one more definition. 
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The constrained demand correspondence of an agent is obtained by maxi-

mization of his preferences subject to the traditional budget constraint 

and the requirement that his consumption should not exceed the aggregate 

resources available in the economy as a whole. The constrained Walrasian 

performance correspondence CW is obtained by the usual procedure with the 

demand correspondences being replaced by the constrained demand correspon-

dences. CW coincides with W in the interior of F(e) and extends W 

on the boundary of F(e) . CW is a sub-correspondence of P, and is the 

smallest monotonic extension of W (the monotonicity of a performance 

correspondence is defined later on). This concept was introduced by Hurwicz, 

Maskin and Postlewaite in ]. In what follows, we will state the Lemmas 

for F(e) , and prove them for int F(e) Taking care of the boundary of 

F(e) does not crea~ any difficulties. 

Lemma 5: 'if ~ € ~ , 'if (m,z) € M x X , (m,z) € N(~,e) , ttl € P(m) ~ z € CW(e) 

and (m,z) € N(~ ,e) 

If w € P(m) , there is no gain from trade according to the announced 

preferences. However, since z € P(m) also, this reveals that all agents 

have announced indifference surfaces that contains their respective [wi,zi] , 

and this means that the mechanism "almost looks like" the price mechanism. 

Proof: By hypothesis, z € W(m) , and for all i , z. w .• 
~ m. ~ 

Since 

Z € P(m) , there exists S
m 

p € 

support at z. with normal 
~ 

p 

~ 

such that every m. 
1. 

has a hyperplane of 

The aggregate net offer curve faced by 

agent i, h(m.) contains z. and admits there of a unique (by the smooth-
-~ ~ 

ness assumption on m) hyperplane of support with normal p We claim that 
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(p, z) is a competitive equilibrium for e. If not, for at least one agent, say 

agent 1, the set {zi E:Xilzi~C? zl} is not supported at zl by a hyperplane 
~ 

with normal p. But then h(m .) is transversal to agent l's true indifference 
-~ 

surface through zl' By Lemma 1, (m, z) i N(~, e). 

To prove the other part of the statement, we have that by individual 

rationality, given (m, z) as in the hypothesis 

Vi E: I, Vm' E: M., Vz' E: I(m!, m .), [Vj f. i, pz! ~ pz.J 
i ~ i ~ -~ J J 

d tl pz ' < S . I •. '- b t f an consequen y i = pz~. ~nce z. max~m~zes ~o on a su se 0 .... ~ m. 
~ 

{z! E: x.lpz~ ~ pz.}, this proves that in fact (m, z) is an equilibrium. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

Lemma 7: V$ E: ~, Ve E: E, Vz E: F(e), z E: CW(e) ~ 3 m E: MS s.t (m, z) E: N(~, e). 

The true constrained Walrasian allocations can always be reached as 

equilibria. 

Proof: Let ~ in ~, e in E, and z in \-1(e) be given. There exists p 

such that (p, z) is a competitive equilibrium for e. Then, let m. in M
S be 

~ ~ 

given with z. E: m
i

, and p E: H(m., z.) • A list m obtained in this way is such 
~ ~ ~ 

that (m, z) E: N(~, e). This proves the lemma. 

Definition: A quasi-game (M, ~) implements a performance correspondence ~, 

iff it satisfies property A and for any e in E, N(~, e) = ~'(e). 

Theorem 1: V1> E:~, [V(m, z) E: 11s x X, (m, z) E: N(1), e):;.w E: P(m)] ~ (M, 1» 

implements CWo 

Proof: It follows easily from Lemmas 6 and 7. 

To show the usefulness of this theorem, we now provide several examples 

that satisfy its hypotheses. The first two are well-known mechanisms. The 
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other two, which are here defined only for two agents and two commodities, are 

very different in their informational requirements, and illustrate the richness 

of the class of mechanisms that implement the constrained Walrasian correspon-

dence. 

Example 1: ~l is the Shapley-value performance correspondence. It is shown 

in [12] that it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 

Example 2: ~i with q in R~ satisfying qi # 1 for all i, and Lqi = 1, is the 

performance correspondence distributing the social surplus generated from 

optimal trading,according to the distributional weights q. Formally, let 

Y* = { Rn(m-l) 1\ -< d \ ( ) > \ (') y E + LYi - Wy an LV i Y i = LVi Y i Vy' E Rn(m-l) with \y! < W }. 
+ L ~ = Y 

The difference Lv.(y.) - Lv.(w. ) where y E y* measures the gain from trade 
~ ~ ~ ~y 

in terms of the first commodity. ~q is then defined by 
2 

~2q(m) = {z E F(m) Ix. + vi(Y.) = w. + v.(w. ) + q.(Iv.(y.) - Iv.(w. », y E Y*} 
~ ~ ~x ~ ~y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~y 

~i satisfies (a) and (b~ and therefore belongs to ~. 

Lemma 8: V(m, z) E M x X, (m, z) E N(~i, e) QW E P(m). 

Proof: Let (m, z) E M x X be given with W t P(m). Since Z E P(m), 

there is p E Sm such that 

Vi E I, VZ i' E: X-r' z! >'" Z. Q pz! ~ pz .• 
~ ~ m. ~ ~ ~ 

~ 

- E: X. such that and Since W t P(m), there is at least Let z. z. r../ W. Yi = y .• 
~ ~ ~ m. ~ ~ 

~ 

one agent, say agent 1, such that pZl < pwl • Let zl = (xl + E, Yl) with E such 

::: - p E H(m
l

, zl) and m
l that pZl < pw

l
, and ml E Ml such that zl E ml , be strictly 
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convex at zl. The social surplus for the·economy (m
l

, m_
l

) goes down by E. 

Also, if z' E rp(ml , m_l ), then zi = (Xl + (1 - ql)E, Yl) and zi)-mo z1 ' since 
1 

ql ~ 1. This shows that agent 1 gains by changing his strategy from m
l 

to m
l

, 

and therefore (m, z) i N(~i, e) which proves the claim. 

From the theorem, we can conclude that ~i implements CWo 

Example 3: Let (m, n) = (2, 2). 

Figure 2 

Also, to simplify the definition of ~3 ' we will assume that pre-

ferences are defined on R x R++ instead of R x R+ . Then indifference 

curves are asymptotic to the x-axis. Now if W t P(m) , ther exists a unique 

WI € F(e) with WI ~ wand w € m for i 
i i 

by 

~3(m) 
= {rem) if W E P(m) 

[w, w'] n P(rn) if w i P(m) • 

1,2. Then ~3 is defined 
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(This mechanism was used by Hurwicz in another context.) If P(m) has a non-

empty interior, or if w s P(m) but P(m) ~ {w}, ¢3(m) will not be a singleton. 

Then the various elements of ¢2(m) may not be indifferent to each other for any 

one agent, even according to his announced performances, in contrast to what 

happens for ¢1 and ¢i in the event of such multiplicities. Note that ¢3 s ~. 

Lemma 9: ¥(m, z) s M x X, (m, z) s N(¢3' e) ~w s P(m). 

Proof: See appendix. 

By Theorem 1, it follows that ¢3 implements CWo 

Example 4: Again, let (m, n) = (2, 2). 

w 

Figure 3 

Given z s P(m), let z' and zIt s F(m) be such that Yi = Yl' Y2 = Y2• 

If z', zit ~ w, let B(z', w, zit) denote the bisector of the angle z'wz lt
• Then 

¢ 4 is defined 

¢4(m) 

by 

{

I(m) 

= zs~(m) 
if w e: P(m) 

B(z', w, z") n [z', zit] if w i P(m) • 
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Note that ~4 8 ~. 

Lemma 10: V(m, z) 8 M x X, (m, z) 8 N(~4' e) ~w 8 P(m). 

Proof: See appendix. 

By Theorem 1, it follows that ~4 implements CWo 

We will now argue that whether or not a quasi-game (M, ~) implements 

CW depends on "how often" ~(m) contains CW(m). To start with, we demonstrate 

the existence of a whole class of performance correspondences whose associated 

quasi-games do not implement CWo Paradoxically, these are precisely the perfor-

mance correspondences that can be implemented by a game. 

Definition: ~: E + X is monotonic iff 

Vm, m' 8 E, Vz 8 ~(m), [Vi 8 I, Vz' 8 F(m) z>r: z' = z -e , z'] = Z' € ~(m') . m
i 

mi 

Definition: ~: E + X is implementable by a game (S, h) with S = (Sl' ""Sn) as 

strategy spaces and h : S + X as outcome function iff, for all e in E 

(a) s* is a Nash-equilibrium of (S, h) ~h(s*) 8 ~(e). 

(b) z* 8 ~(e) =>3 s*, a Nash-equilibrium of (S, h) with h(s*) = z*. 

Lemma 11: ~: E + X is implementable by a game only if it is monotonic 

This lemma is proved by Maskin in [17]. 

Lemma 12: V~ 8 ~, ~ is implementable by a game ~Ve 8 E, ~(e) ~ CW(e). 

Proof: Let e in E be given, and let z 8 CW(e). There exists m 8 E 

such that (a) W 8 P(m), (b) z 8 IP(m) and (c) e is obtained from m by a 

"monotcni.c transformation," Le., by changing preferences in such a way that z 

does not fall in any of the agents' preferences. Then, by property (b) of the 

elements of P, z 8 ~(m). By monotonicity of ~, z 8 ~(e). 
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This lemma appears in Hurwicz [6] in a somewhat different form. The 

role played here by the property (b) mentioned above, "w E: P(m) ~ q>(m) = I(m)," 

is played there by a requirement of upper semi-continuity on q>. In fact, his 

continuity condition is used by Hurwicz only for sequences of economies con-

verging to "flat" economies similar to m as appears in the pr:oof of the above 

lemma. 

Theorem 2: ¥q> E: ~, ~ is implementable by a game ~ (Ms , q» does not implement 

CWo 

Proof: More precisely, we will prove that for such a performance corres-

pondence, N(q>, e) ~ N(W, e) where N(q>, e) is defined by 

-
(m, z) E: N(q>, e) «>¥i E: I, ¥m~ E: Mi , [3 z' E: .p(mI' m_i ), z' .rm? z] ~ 

~ 

3 z" E: q>(m!, m .), z ?::mo z". 
~ -~ i 

The difference between N(.p, e) and N(.p, e) lies in the weakening of the 

last statement: z ),::. 0 
m. 

z" instead of z )-nP. 
~ 

z". ~H.p, e) contains N (.p, e), but 
~ 

N(.p, e) \N(q>, e) is a "small set" since, starting from a pair (m, z) such that 

o 
hem_i) n V(mi , z) = ¢ for all i, small perturbations in e = m guarantee that 

hem .) n {Zi' E: x.lz~ ~o z.} = {z.}. 
-~ ~ ~ m. ~ ~ 

~ 

Now let (m, z) E: N(W, e) be given. We have z E: W(m) , and by Lemma 12, 

Z E: .p(m). o Also, for all i, hem .) n V(m. , z.) = ¢. 
-~ ~ ~ 

Now let agent i consider 

changing his strategy for m. to m!. Since z' E: W(m!, m .) ~ z. ~ 0 z' and 
~ ~ ~ -~ ~ m. 

~ 

z, E: .p(m~, m .), it follows that (m, z) E: N(~, e). 
~ -~ 

The usefulness of this theorem is illustrated by the following examples: 

Example 5: q>5 is the constrained Walrasian performance correspondence. 
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As mentioned earlier, if (m. n) = (2, 2), N(W, e) = L(e), the lens-shaped 

area determined by the true offer curves. 

Example 6: ~6 = IP. This is the largest of all the elements of ~, in the sense 

that 

V~ € ~, Ve € E, ~(e) c IP(e). 

By Theorem 2, we can conclude that ~6 does not implement CW since ~6 is 

monotonic. To illustrate the theorem, we show that if (m, n) = (2, 2), 

o 
m. 

1 

Figure 4 
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o 
Let Z E L (e), and let m

l
, m2 such that Z E W(m), and for each i, 

h(m.) n V(m. , z.) = ¢. Then, for every strategy choice of agent i, say, there 
J ~ ~ 

would be a new cP-optimal allocation z' to which z would be preferred, namely 

the new Walrasian allocation. 

(cPs and cP 6 are indeed implementable, since in addition to being monotonic, 

they satisfy the "no-veto power", in conjunction with which monotonicity becomes 

sufficient for implementability; see Maskin [17) for details.) 

If cPS and cP 6 are monotonic and their quasi-games (Ms , cP) implement C\\T, 

note that cPI ' cP 2 ' cP 3 ' cP 4 are not monotonic and their quasi games (M
s

, cP) do 

implement CWo However, this does not mean that for any non-monotonic cP, (Ms , cP) 

will implement CWo Indeed, by modifying CW at one point e only so as to violate 

mono tonicity , one can easily construct a non-monotonic performance correspondence. 

W, such that N(W', e) will clearly almost be the same as N(W, e). (Ms , WI) will 

therefore not implement CWo 

Nevertheless, Theorem 2 suggests that monotonic performance correspon-

dences do not implement CW because they always contain CWo Conversely, by 

constructing a performance correspondence that never contains CW unless W E P(m), 

one ensures implementation of CWo This is illustrated by the following example. 

s 
be given and Z. (m) be defined by Z. (m) Example 7: Let m £ M = 

~ ~ 

. 
€ P(m) I z! € m, } {z I Given Zl£ P(m) , let pI be the common normal to the 

~ ~ 

unique (by smoothness) supporting hyperplane to m. at z! , for i = 1, ... ,n 
~ ~ 
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Z2(m) if (a l ) is not true and (a2 ) ~z' € P(m) with P'z2 < P'W2 

Z (m) 
n 

if (al, ... ,(an_
l

) are not true and ~z' € P(m) with p'z' < p' n Wn 

I(m) if W € P(m) . 

This mechanism is defined in such a way that z E ~7(m) and W t P(m) = z t W(m) . 

Lemma 3 can never be satisfied, and equilibria occur only when W E P(m), Then 

but Theorem 1, N(~7' e) = CW(e). 

A performance correspondence with "large" images is more likely to give 

difficulties for implementation of CW because of the greater chance that it 

contains Walrasian allocations. However, if one is careful in eliminating 

these Walrasian allocations, one ensures implementation of CW, as illustrated 

by the next example: 

Example 8: 

{ 

IP(m) \ CW(e) if w t P(m) 

rem) if W E P(m) • 

As before, one can show that ~8 implements CWo 

Economies Without Transferable Utility 

Some of the~eceding results were proved for general strategy spaces M, 

while others were based on additional smoothness assumptions. ~NO interpreta-

tions can be provided. If one interprets the preceding quasi-games as direct 

revelation quasi-games, any requirement placed on the M. should be thought as 
~ 

restricting the true economy also; in more abstract games, there can be a 

discrepancy between the spaces of true characteristics of the agents and their 

strategy spaces. The results established above are compatible with both 
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interpretations. However, once direct games are abandoned, a still more radical 

interpretation is possible: 

Theorem 3: Let E' be the class of pure-exchange economies with n agents and 

m commodities. Each agent is characterized by a list (X., w.,~.), where 
1. 1. 1. 

m m 
Xi = R+, wi £ R+, and~i is a convex, continuous preference relation strictly 

monotonic in the first commodity. Then let ~ be any performance correspondence 

in ~ such that (Ms , ~) implements OW in E, let e' in E' be given, and let the 

agents in e' play the quasi-game (Ms , ~) as defined previously. Then, 

N(~, e') = CW(e'). 

In other words, the quasi-games defined in transferable utility economies 

can be used to implement the constrained Wa1rasian correspondence even in 

economies without transferable utility. 

Proof: It is identical to the proof of implementabi1ity in E. 

Remark 1: Property (b) placed on the elements of ~ is a sort of continuity 

requirement, as argued previously. If this condition were not imposed, equi-

1ibria would in general fail to exist. 

Remark 2: Is there a way of avoiding multiplicities in ~(m)? Some ~ in ~ 

have always many outcomes (e.g., IP), but several that we have considered have 

mu1~ip1e outcomes only exceptionally (e.g., ~1' ~2' ~5)' One could restrict 

strategy lists m by the condition that ~(m) be a singleton. Then, the strategies 

available to an agent would depend on the strategies chosen by the other agents, 

and one should speak of a "generalized" game. Unfortunately, equilibria would 

not in general exist in these conditions. By considering £-equi1ibria instead 

of equilibria, where each agent is content to maximize his utility up to an 
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s approximation, as measured in terms of the first commodity, existence would 

be guaranteed. However, the set of s-equilibria would not shrink under smooth

ness conditions, and implementation of CW would not be achieved, even approxi

mately. 

Concluding Comments: The significance of the results presented here is two

fold. First, from a descriptive viewpoint, they provide a general characteri

zation of the equilibrium allocations that result from the manipulation of 

many economic mechanisms of interest, and indicate under what conditions Pareto

optimality is compatible with manipulative behavior. The price mechanism 

appeared central to the analysis in several ways: the equilibrium sets of the 

manipulation games we considered all bear a simple relationship to the equi

librium set of the manipulation game associated with the price mechanisms, and 

their characterization involves the true offer surfaces in an essential way. 

Also, under certain assumptions, the sets of equilibrium allocations precisely 

coincide with the set of constrained Walrasian allocations. 

Second, from a normative viewpoint, a by-product of the present analysis 

is the identification of a whole class of mechanisms that do implement the 

Walrasian correspondence. Certain games have been devised by several authors 

to achieve this purpose (see Schmeidler ~4], Hurwicz [7], Walker [31]). The 

mechanisms presented here have the advantage of enjoying better continuity 

properties, while they have the serious disadvantage of involving considerably 

more complex strategy spaces. Note, however, that equilibrium lists have a 

much simpler structure, and that less complicated games that also implement CW 

could probably be constructed using this fact. 
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Appendix 

We provide here the proofs of Lemmas 9 and 10. 

Lemma 9: V (m,z) EO M x X , (m~z) EO N(iP
3 

,e) ~ W EO P(m) 

Proof: Let (m,z) EO M x X be given, and assume I.ll i P(m) Define 

and by and Y" - Y z' c m 2-2' 2""2 Since 

w i P(m) either Y1 > W1y or Y2 > W2y· Suppose Y1 > W1y Also, either 

m
1

::;zS [w,(l,'(m)] or m
2

::;zS [W,(jj'(m)] , where the dependence of w' on the strategy 

pair m is explicitly indicated. Finally, let p EO H(m1 ,zl) n H(m2 ,z2) 

Claim 1. m2 ::;zS [w,w'(m)] , m
1

:) [w,w'(m)] ~ (m,z) i N(~3,e) . 

w 

Figure 5 
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Figure S indicates that by rotating ml as indicated by the arrow in 

Figure (Sa), agent 1 can ensure the existence of a ~-optimal allocation Z 

such that Yl = Yl and xl = xl + 0: for 0: > 0 Since there may be several 

~3-optimal allocation for the pair (ml ,m2), agent 1 should in fact select zi 

with I and x' = 11 for 11 > 0 and that (a) z' -
Yl Yl , xl - ml so € ml , 

1 1 

(b) P € H(ml,zi) and (c) ml is strictly convex at z' 
1 It is clear that 

for 11 small enough. ~3 (ml ,m2) is a singleton to the right of z 

Indeed, if ml ~ [w,w' (m)] , then m2 is not optimal against ml : 

by rotating m2 as indicated by the arrow in Figure Sb, agent 2 can make 

appear as ~3-optimal allocation, an allocation z that he strictly prefers 

to z Enforcing a preferred allocation can be done as explained in Claim 1. 

Lemma 9 follows from Claims 1 and 2. 

Proof of Lemma 10 

Let (m,z) € N(~4,e) and assume w '- P(m) Define z' 
1 € Xl and 

z" € 2 X2 by 

non-negative 

z' and 
1 

inequality is 

z1: +0:(1,0) 

, , 
and Y2 Yl = Yl , zl € ml Y2 

normal to the parallel lines of 

strict for at least one agent, 

be such that ' -pZl < pZl < Pilll 

, z' 
2 € m2 Let p € S 

2 
be the 

support of ml and m2 at 

Since W t P(m) , the 

say pz' < 1 PWl Let then zl = 

and let ml 
s 

€ Ml be a strategy 

for agent 1 such that (a) zl € ml , (b) P € H(ml,zl) , (c) ml be strictly 

convex at zl Then, clearly, z·;'( € P(ml ,m2) = y* = Yl and ~ 4 (ml , m2) is 
1 

, 
-

{~ } singleton Z such that = B(zl,lU,z2) n [zl ,z2] , and xl > xl This 

implies "" in contradiction with the that (m, z) € N(~4,e) Z )Po Z , statement ml 

a 
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